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Spectral distribution analysis of the oscillator strength for X-ray transitions in the shape resonance vicinity of molecules and clusters
Y.I. Kan

Shape resonances are associated with metastable states related to temporal trapping of the photoelectron ejected from molecular core within the potential barrier and subsequent tunnelling into continuum. Spectral distribution of oscillator strength in the shape resonance vicinity was examined within the quasi-atomic approximation and found to be reliably reproduced by a triple convolution of asymmetry and symmetry Lorentzians and Gaussian. They take into account the photoelectron trapping time, core-hole lifetime and the band width of the photon source. 
Vibrational and multi-electron effects are known to be essential for transitions under consideration. Therefore a self-consistent approach was elaborated within the vibrationally-dependent-fixed nuclei and optical potential models. This approach was successfully applied to model and analyze the absorption spectra above the S L2,3 edge in SF6 molecules and clusters as well as inner-shell photo-emission spectra above C and O 1s thresholds in CO molecules.
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